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The TACKLE PLATFORM is the only solution 
on the market built to accelerate revenue 
generation on the Cloud Marketplaces —  
a game-changer for any organization.  
Get launched and start transacting in no time 
with zero engineering required. Then, take 
advantage of our unique set of features to 
operationalize your Cloud go-to-market easily 
and cost-effectively at scale.

Unlock Revenue Growth  
Through the Cloud Marketplaces

TACKLE PLATFORM

Your Shortcut to New Revenue & Millions of New Customers
The TACKLE PL ATFORM taps into some serious revenue potential by offering a streamlined approach 
to listing, transacting, and operationalizing a successful Cloud Marketplace business.

SMART ONBOARDING
Get to market quickly with our 
standardized approach to product listing 
across all Marketplaces. Lean on our 
Marketplace experts to customize each 
listing and pricing strategy to fit your 
unique business.

EASY METERING
Manage monthly financial activities 
like consumption billing and true-ups 
with minimal engineering required. 
Alternatively, utilize our API to simplify 
usage-based pricing across Marketplaces.

REPORTING & INSIGHTS
Take control of Cloud Marketplace sales 
activity from quote to cash with advanced 
reporting, aggregated views, and real-time 
visibility into the entire transaction cycle.

ORDER NOTIFICATIONS
Take action with real-time notifications 
in a single dashboard for purchases, 
upgrades, modifications, and refunds.  
No waiting for a report to confirm 
Marketplace purchases — Tackle alerts  
you immediately.

TACKLE OFFERS
Create, extend, and track Private Offers 
across multiple Cloud Marketplaces.  
Sellers stay informed of the deal status  
every step of the way while customers 
receive easy-to-follow buying instructions.

CONNECTORS & APIS
The Developer Hub includes all the tools and 
resources you need to scale and grow your  
Marketplace business. Access Tackle’s powerful 
APIs, flexible webhooks, and growing list of 
Connectors to link to third party applications.

The One 
Source of  
Truth
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Everything You Need  
To Grow Your Cloud Software Business
Alliances & Revenue

Tackle helps Alliances & Sales leaders land deals with easier procurement and gaining a competitive 
advantage through the Cloud Marketplaces. 

MEET BUYER S WHERE THE Y WANT TO BUY:  The Tackle Platform delivers a seamless way to meet 
buyers where their wallets already are — the cloud. Open a new door for customers that’s integrated 
into the way they already do business by taking advantage of pre-committed cloud budgets.

DECRE A SE SALES C YCLE TIME:  Simplify procurement and contracting through the Marketplaces. 
Create, deliver, and close high-value custom deals easily and reduce sales cycles by up to 50% with 
Tackle Offers.

Operations

Operations teams don’t have time to mess around. Tackle enables them to be nimble, fast, and 
responsive, with a level of visibility into Marketplace transactions that cannot be found anywhere else.

GET CLE AR VISIBILIT Y INTO MARKETPL ACE MOMENTUM:  Our Reporting & Insights 
capabilities provide a granular view of sales activity, deal status, disbursements, and more because 
visibility is the key to repeatability. 

AUTOMATE AND SCALE FOR GROW TH:  Flexible Connectors and developer tools are readily 
available to help mature Marketplace sellers integrate Tackle to the systems that Sales and Ops 
teams use everyday.

Finance

Whether you have one product on one Marketplace or multiple 
products on multiple Marketplaces, Tackle is the single source of 
truth for managing Marketplace revenue from quote to cash. 

REDUCE COSTS, GUAR ANTEE PAYMENTS:  
Cloud Marketplaces reduce cost of sale, especially when 
compared with traditional channels. Additionally, when your 
software becomes a part of your buyers’ cloud bill, collections 
are streamlined, faster, and guaranteed.

SUPPORT USAGE-BA SED PRICING MODELS:  
Tackle’s Easy Metering offers transparent views into past 
metering events, current spends, and more. Get customized 
metering support across all clouds on everything from  
expediting overages to managing monthly true-ups.

Thanks to Tackle, we were  

able to launch our new SaaS 

listing with zero engineering 
cycles required so our internal 
team could stay focused on 
platform innovation. As a result, 
we’ve reduced sales cycle time by 
20% for customer purchases run 
through our listing.”
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